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**Introduction** Use of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) has been associated with a reduced risk of several cancers. We conducted a systematic literature review to investigate the association between NSAID/aspirin use and risk of head and neck cancer (HNC).

**Method** Medline, Embase, PubMed, Cochrane Library and Web of Science were systematically searched using terms for NSAIDs/aspirin, HNC and observational/intervention study designs.

**Results** Of 926 articles identified, two population-based prescribing database studies and three case-control studies met the selection criteria. The studies investigated different HNC sites. Only one study found a significant protective effect of aspirin use for HNC risk (OR 0.75, 95% CI 0.58 to 0.96) and one showed a significantly increased risk of oral/oropharangeal cancer with non-low-dose aspirin NSAID use (OR 3.5, 95% CI 1.5 to 6.7).

**Conclusion** No definitive conclusion on the effect of NSAIDs/aspirin on HNC risk was possible. Further robust large-scale studies are required to clarify any possible association.
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**Introduction** To maximise health gain with constrained health sector resources, it is necessary to identify the highest priority risk factor areas for studying preventive interventions. We aimed to develop a process for prioritising such risk factors for further research, in the New Zealand setting.

**Methods** Using WHO data for high-income countries in the Western Pacific Region, the burden of disease in disability-adjusted life years associated with leading risk factors was used as a starting point. Subsequent prioritising steps included: the existence of effective and (likely) cost-effective preventive interventions for each risk factor, and the contribution of the risk factor to health inequalities.

**Results** The top six major risk factors identified were: tobacco use, high blood pressure, high cholesterol, alcohol use, overweight/obesity and physical inactivity. All of these six risk factors contribute to ethnic health inequalities (Maori vs non-Maori). They are also all relevant to reducing the health burden for children/youth and older adults, and four were relevant to reducing health inequalities for socio-economically deprived New Zealanders. For all of the top six risk factor areas there are published studies indicating that one or more preventive interventions are cost-saving (to the health sector or society).

**Conclusions** This process identified risk factor areas associated with high health burden and which are amenable to cost-effective preventive interventions. Our next step is to work with stakeholders to select the range of interventions within each risk factor area that are of most interest for cost-effectiveness analysis.
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**Introduction** There are several population-based English studies of AMI, but they are local rather than national, do not necessarily distinguish first events and re-infarctions, and are out of date. Our objective was to study AMI incidence and 30-day case fatality rates (CFRs) for first and recurrent events in England in 2007 (population 51.8 million).

**Methods** Analysis of linked routine national hospital and mortality data, with an 8-year washout period to identify people who already had a prior event, in order to distinguish whether each AMI in 2007 was first or recurrent.

**Results** Of 88 311 AMI events in 2007, 86% were first events. Age-standardised incidence of first AMI (per 100 000 person years) was 151 (150–152) in men and 64 (63–65) in women. Age-standardised 30-day overall CFRs including sudden deaths without hospitalisation for first AMI were 55.5% (55.1–56.0) and 54.4% (53.3–55.4) in men and 54.4% (53.9–55.0) and 51.0% (50.7–51.3) in women, for first AMIs and re-infarctions, respectively. Age-standardised 30-day hospitalised CFRs were much lower at 14.5% (14.1–14.9) and 14.1% (13.2–15.0) in men and 15.2% (14.7–15.7) and 13.9% (12.8–15.0) in women for first AMIs and re-infarctions, respectively.

**Conclusions** This study provides, for the first time, total national-level population-based estimates of first and recurrent AMI as well as overall AMI incidence and case fatality in England. It holds informative value in better understanding AMI epidemiology and prognosis that should prove useful to practitioners and policy makers.
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**Introduction** Light-to-moderate alcohol consumption is associated with decreased mortality from cardiovascular diseases in most studies in the West. Data on the health effects of alcohol drinking in China, which involves mainly distilled spirit, are limited.

**Methods** A nationally representative prospective cohort study included 220 000 Chinese men aged 40–79 years who were recruited in 1990–1991 from 45 widely separated study sites. By 1 January 2006, over 40 000 deaths had been recorded at age 40–80 years. Cox regression was used to relate alcohol drinking to cause-specific mortality, adjusting simultaneously for age, sex, smoking and education.

**Results** About a third of participants reported drinking alcohol regularly (ie, drank at least once a week), mainly involving spirit. The estimated mean alcohol consumption among regular drinkers was 572 g/week. There was a J-shaped association between amount of alcohol consumed and all-cause mortality, after excluding all men with prior disease at baseline and the first 3 years of follow-up, with those who drank <140 g/week having the lowest overall mortality. Regular alcohol drinking was hardly related to respiratory mortality, but J-shaped associated with mortality from IHD, stomach cancer and lung cancer, and positively associated with mortality from stroke, oesophageal cancer and liver cirrhosis and